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QUICK GUIDE: FUNDING YOUR FIX AND FLIP 
 

Doing fix and flips may sound like fun to a lot of people. But getting the money for your project 
is a serious business.  

At i Fund Cities (iFC), we are both investors and lenders, so we happen to know a lot about fix 
and flip financing!  

We also meet and work with a lot of investors. Some investors who approach us for financing 
are just throwing crap at the wall to see what sticks. Other investors come to us prepared to 
have a professional conversation about themselves, their project, and their financial needs.  

The second type of investor shows us not only that they respect our time and money, but that 
they also respect their own time and money.  

This type of investor gives us confidence that our loan is going to someone who is going to be 
responsible and successful in their endeavors and, most importantly, that they will be able to 
pay us back! :) 

For those of you who are striving to be the second type of investor, we have written this Quick 
Guide: Funding Your Fix and Flip.  

This Guide was written to give you the basics of what you need to know, so that you have 
confidence in what you are doing when you pick up the phone and call a lender to ask them to 
fund your awesome fix and flip. OK, let’s get going! 

 

Fix and Flip Funding: Step #1 
 

DETERMINE THE BEST TYPE OF FIX AND FLIP LENDER FOR YOUR PROJECT 

Once you have a fix and flip property under contract, unless you can or want to do the entire fix 
and flip project in cash, then you are going to need financing.  

The first major decision you need to make is what type of real estate financing and lender you 
are going to use to fund your fix and flip.  

Ask yourself the following questions:  

o How quickly do I need to close the deal?  
o How much money can I put down on the fix and flip?  
o How much underwriting do I want to do?  
o What kind of rate am I looking for, and what am I willing to do to get the lowest rate?  
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The Bank 

If you have a longer timeline (15-24 months or more) to finish your fix and flip project, solid 
financials, a good credit history and credit score, and 25% to 30% of the purchase price of the 
property to put down, start by approaching the bank for your fix and flip loan. (Be aware that 
some banks are becoming hesitant to loan on “scatter” residential, meaning funding properties 
over a variety of zip codes, which can happen if you are doing multiple fix and flips.) 

If you can meet the bank lender’s strict standards, you will likely get the lowest interest rate for 
your fix and flip project.  

Alternative Loan 

If you do not meet the bank’s criteria, another great fix and flip lending option is using an 
“alternative” real estate lender (like i Fund Cities). In terms of speed to close, leverage (how 
much money you put down), interest rate, and underwriting, this type of real estate financing 
lies between a bank loan and a hard money fix and flip loan. 

An alternative fix and flip lender can usually close your loan faster than the bank, offering 
higher leverage (less money out of your pocket) and less paperwork.  

For example, at i Fund Cities our underwriting includes reviewing bank statements, doing a 
credit and background check, and getting an appraisal (we use local appraisers, as large 
national appraisal management companies can delay the appraisal and comprise its quality).  

An alternative lender’s real estate funding rates for your fix and flip will be higher than a bank 
loan, but lower than hard money rates.  

At i Fund Cities we take a good look at your fix and flip experience, the fix and flip asset itself, 
and your fix and flip business plan. 

Hard Money Lender 

You have probably heard the term “hard money” for fix and flip loans. A hard money fix and flip 
lender is a good option if you need to close your loan in a matter of days (which can easily 
happen in a competitive market).  

Hard money fix and flip lenders have about the same leverage as alternative real estate lenders, 
meaning you will need to put about the same amount of money down on your fix and flip 
project.  

These types of real estate lenders require little documentation as the loan is based on the asset 
alone. However, you will pay for the quick speed to close and no-docs, as hard money lenders 
are the most expensive money you can use for your fix and flip project. 
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Private Investor 

Private investor lenders are also an option for some fix and flip investors. Private real estate fix 
and flip funding may come from family and friends, or other individuals who lend from their 
own 401k’s, IRAs, or personal funds.  

The rates and terms for private investors funding your fix and flip project will be similar to those 
of alternative fix and flip lenders. One advantage is that, with private investors funding your fix 
and flip, there is often little underwriting, and many private investors can act quickly for a good 
deal. 

 

 

  
  

   
 

Great news! We have a handy resource to help you decide which lender is right for 
your project. It is a breeze to download it right here — and it is Free! To help you 
keep things straight, we’ve put together a quick summary of what you can expect 

from each type of lender. DOWNLOAD IT HERE FOR FREE at the link below. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fix and Flip Funding: Step #2  
 

VET YOUR FIX AND FLIP LENDER 

One thing to keep in mind when looking for a fix and flip lender is that you are not just looking 
for real estate financing for one fix and flip deal. If you are serious about doing fix and flips and 
other real estate investing, you want a real estate funding expert who will become a trusted 
member of your real estate team for the long term. 

For that reason, you should carefully vet your fix and flip lender.  

Choose a lender that has the experience and knowledge to help you build your real estate 
portfolio and business, and one that you are comfortable partnering within your overall fix and 
flip real estate game plan.  

https://ifundcities.com/ifc_tools/lender-comparison-pros-and-cons/ 

LENDER COMPARISON REFERENCE 
GUIDE DOWNLOAD 
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Here are some ideas on how to choose the right lender for your fix and flip project. 

Of course, the fix and flip lender should have a professional online and phone presence. They 
should have completed projects and clients who sing their praises. 

You will get their “vibe” from their website and marketing. Do they seem like a good fit for your 
pace and personality? Do they seem like people you would sit down and talk with over a cup of 
coffee? Are they sharing information about fix and flip funding in an upfront and transparent 
way? Do you get the sense you are getting the “real deal” from the company on their lending 
rates and processes?  

Who are the principals of the lending company? Are they investors themselves? Do they have 
fix and flip investing experience within their top tier?  

When you call up your potential fix and flip lender (make sure it is a lender, not a loan broker), 
you should be able to talk with someone briefly who is knowledgeable and can answer your 
questions.  

Ask them questions like: 

o How quickly can you close on fix and flip funding for real estate investors?  

o Do you have a minimum FICO score for real estate funding? 

o What is the loan to value (LTV) you lend at for fix and flips? (Is this based on the 

purchase price or after repair value)? 

o Am I required to bring money to the table?  

o Do I need cash reserves for real estate funding? If so, how much?  

o What is your interest rate for fix and flips?  

o What is required to receive your best real estate funding interest rates? How many 

points do you charge? Are there any additional fees? 

o How quickly can I get a quote for real estate funding for my fix and flip?  

o Will this quote have final rates or is it possible the quoted rates and terms could 

change? What could make the quoted rates and terms change? 

o Do you do an appraisal of the fix and flip project? If you use an outside appraiser, do you 

use local appraisers or appraisers from national appraisal companies (which can delay 

the loan and decrease the appraisal quality). 

o What if my fix and flip project runs overtime? Can I extend my loan?  
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How a fix and flip lender answers your questions will give you a good idea of whether they are 
right for you.  

The bottom line is that the right real estate funding lender offers transparency at every stage of 
the lending process. All the information you receive should be upfront and helpful, and you 
should feel like the company has your best interests at heart and is invested in your future.  

 

  
  
  

  
 
For a comprehensive checklist of questions to ask your lender,    
download it for FREE at the link below.  
 
 

 

 
 
 
Fix and Flip Funding: Step #3    
 

FULLY UNDERSTAND YOUR FIX AND FLIP PROJECT METRICS 

Your fix and flip lender is going to review your deal very carefully. They are experts in looking at 
fix and flip numbers. If you have missed something or have been overly optimistic about your fix 
and flip values, they will spot that quickly. 

You need to do your homework and understand your fix and flip project inside and out. Put some 
time and thought into your financial pro forma and have a scope of work for your fix and flip 
project to show your lender.  

What could go wrong? What could go right? How will these things impact your bottom line? What 
is your fix and flip exit plan? What is your Plan B, and Plan C? 

Working through these questions are important for understanding and protecting your real 
estate investment, but it also tells the real estate lender that you have spent some time on this 
fix and flip project, and that you are not just throwing ideas at the wall to see what sticks. Then 
you can work together with your fix and flip lender to make the numbers work, and to solve any 
problems. 

COMPLETE CHECKLIST: HOW TO 
VET YOUR LENDER DOWNLOAD 

https://ifundcities.com/ifc_tools/complete-checklist-how-to-vet-your-
lender/ 
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Chris Tereo, i Fund Cities Co-Founder and VP of Sales, offers some experienced advice on running 
your fix and flip numbers. Says Chris, “Please do not fall for all the traps that are out there. There 
is a lot of noise like, ‘Hey, you purchase it for X. You sell it for Y, and you subtract that number 
from this number, and you are going to make all this money.’ But you must include things like 
closing costs, borrowing costs, holding costs, and realtor’s fees, and run your numbers right.” 

To follow Chris’ advice, you need to understand financial terminology and metrics like “after-
repair values” (ARV), holding costs, and buyers and sellers closing costs. 

 

 

  
  
 
 
We have the perfect tool to help you see if your project makes sense in any market. Download 
our Free DEAL ANALYSIS SPREADSHEET This spreadsheet will help you see what we here at i 
Fund Cities use to understand deals of 1 to 4 units. You can download this spreadsheet at the link 
below.  
 
 
 
 

 

When running your fix and flip numbers, Chris advises investors to “over-exaggerate all your 
numbers, including operating expenses, and things like real estate taxes. Make sure that you are 
shooting high and, if your numbers still work out, then chances are you will be in the green.” 

The final tip Chris has for fix and flip investors is to “Trust your gut. I know it sounds stupid but at 
the end of the day if the numbers do not make sense, do not move them around for the lender 
until they do. If it is meant to be, it will be.” 

 
Fix and Flip Funding: Step #4    
 

PREPARE TO WORK WITH YOUR FIX AND FLIP LENDER 

Once you know that you have a viable fix and flip project, take the time to prepare to work with 
your real estate lender. Follow these next few tips when you engage with your fix and flip lender, 
be it a bank lender, an alternative lender, or a hard money lender, and it will make the process 
go more smoothly, with faster closings and often, preferred pricing.  

DEAL ANALYSIS SPREADSHEET 
DOWNLOAD 
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Have a deal under contract (or be close to getting it under contract)  

For a fix and flip lender to be able to provide you with accurate pricing on rates and terms, they 
need to have the asset available to review.  

This is especially true for asset-based lenders like alternative lender i Fund Cities, hard money 
lenders, or private money lenders. They want to see your fix and flip project, and they want to 
know you either control it, already have it under contract, or are close to getting it under contract, 
so they can provide you with good pricing and information regarding your fix and flip project. 

Have your documentation in order. 

One of the major complaints about lenders is how long they take to close a loan. However, you 
can help your lender a lot by getting your documents together ahead of time, so when you find 
your lender asks you for your documents, you are not spending days pulling them together. 

As we discussed, the underwriting documentation (and the weight your lender puts on each piece 
of documentation in relation to your loan) will be different depending on your chosen lender.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

General loan documentation includes: 

• Contract Information: Agreement of Sale, or your Wholesale/Assignment Agreement.  
• Entity information: EIN/IRS Letter, Articles of the Corporation, Operating Agreement for LLC. 

(Note: Is your entity registered in the state in which you are doing business? If not, this may be 
necessary.)  

• Liquidity statements: Bank statements and tax returns for two to three years. 
• Project Information: Proforma (your own underwriting spreadsheet that shows how you 

figured your project costs, income, and profit), a clean contractor’s estimate for construction or 
repairs, and a project timeline that shows your requested loan draws and estimated completion 
date.  

• Depending on the scope of your project, your lender may also request building plans and specs, 
property surveys, etc. 

• Title: It is helpful if the lender can control this process, but if that is not possible, then you will 
want to make an introduction between your lender and your title agent. 

• Insurance: Make sure you understand what your insurance options are for your project. Talk 
with your insurance agent to find out what type of insurance you will need and be sure to 
include these costs in your proforma. 

• Identification: Driver’s License or passport.  
• Do yourself a favor and create a “Real Estate Financing” folder on your computer, so that when 

you are talking to different real estate lenders, you have that information all together to send 
out to them. That will help your fix and flip lender speed up the closing process. 
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Here is an easily downloadable and free list of documents that we at i Fund Cities generally ask 
for from our borrowers to get funding for a project. Click the link below to download the list. 

 

 

 

Be able to explain your real estate and/or fix and flip experience 

Whatever your real estate experience, be ready to document your role within a fix and flip 
project, a new construction or multifamily project, or in wholesaling, for your lender. 

This will help convince your fix and flip lender that they should lend you money for your fix and 
flip project at a preferred rate. 

Understand basic lending terminology 

So, when your lender says, “Okay, we may be able to go as high 70% loan to value – would that 
work for you?” What will you say?  

When you talk with your lender, you are going to hear some basic real estate terms like After 
Repair Value, Loan to Cost, Loan to Value, and Recourse or Non-Recourse loans. 

These terms are the lender’s “language,” and they are important, because using these terms is 
how they define how much money they can offer you on your project. 

 

For example:  

*After Repair Value (ARV)– You will for sure need to know this term! The After Repair Value 
(ARV) estimates the future value of a distressed property after it has been repaired. Do not get 
confused. The ARV is not a property's current value when purchased but the estimated value of the 
property once improvements are made. 

*Loan-to-Cost (LTC): A lending term that compares the property loan amount to the overall cost 
of the project. The calculation is: Loan Amount/Construction Cost.  

For a project costing $1M, a loan amount of $800K would be an LTC of 80%. The higher the LTC, the 
higher the risk for the lender. Why? Because the borrower has less of their own money invested, and so 
there is a higher risk they could default on the loan. 

*Loan-to-Value Ratio – A lending term that compares the amount of a property that is financed 
to the value of the project. The calculation is: Loan Amount/Project Value.  

https://ifundcities.com/ifc_tools/closing-checklist/ 

CLOSING CHECKLIST: DOWNLOAD 
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For a project valued at $1M, a loan amount of $750K would be an LTV of 75%. The higher the LTV, the 
higher the risk for the lender.  

*Recourse and Non-Recourse Loans – These loan terms define whether, in the event of 
foreclosure on a funded property, the lender can pursue a borrower’s additional assets, if the foreclosed 
property does not satisfy the loan amount. On a “recourse” loan, the lender can do this, on a “non-
recourse” loan, they cannot. 

These are just a few of the basic terms your lender will use. Take the time to glance through our 
iFC Borrower’s Glossary. In fact, it will be helpful to download it and keep it handy when you 
are talking with your lender! 

 

 

 

 

From “Acceleration Clause” to “Diversified Capital Stack,” to “PITI” and “Usury,” it is helpful to 
understand lending terminology when you talk with your lenders. That is why we created this 
Free and Downloadable. Click the link below to download the glossary. 

 

 

 

 

Fix and Flip Funding: Step #5    
 

GET THE LOWEST FIX AND FLIP LENDER RATE 

Getting the lowest interest rate for your fix and flip should not be your deciding factor when 
finding a lender, as there are many other variables to consider, however, you should do 
everything you can to get the lowest rate possible from your fix and flip lender. 

How?  

Well, put simply, real estate fix and flip lenders want to know they will get their money back! 
Here are some of the biggest things they use to judge their risk:  

Experience 

https://ifundcities.com/ifc_tools/the-complete-borrower-
glossary-of-real-estate-investing-terms/ 

REAL ESTATE GLOSSARY: 
DOWNLOAD 
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Fixing and flipping a house has a steep learning curve. A lot can go wrong! So, lenders want to 
know that you have gone through the fix and flip process at least once or twice, and have 
figured out some of the biggest pitfalls, before they loan you money for your fix and flip.  

If you do not have fix and flip experience, do not despair! You can get a lower rate by working 
with a mentor, general contractor, or partner who has been down this road before. 

Liquidity 

Liquidity is money in some form that is available to you when you need it. This can be cash, 
retirement accounts, investments, debt-free property, or even a partner who can put money on 
the table for the deal. To be successful in real estate, you really need some liquidity. 

A Good Credit Score 

What is considered “good” may vary with fix and flip lenders, but for example, at i Fund Cities, 
we consider a credit score of 680 and above ideal, with 580 being the minimum credit score we 
lend to. If your credit score is low, consider bringing in a partner or other borrower with good 
credit. 

Understanding what your fix and flip lender is looking for and addressing ways you can help 
assure them that you are a good risk for their money, will help you get the lowest rate from 
your fix and flip lender.  

 

OH, THERE’S MORE – MUCH MORE!  

Click the link below to download our Free  

10-STEP FIX AND FLIP GUIDE: HOW TO FIND, FUND, FIX, AND FLIP A HOUSE  

This E-Book is packed full of actionable advice and tips from your friendly iFC team (and 
friends), and our best PRO tools to drive your fix and flip project forward at Mach speed!  

 

 

 
 

https://ifundcities.com/ifc_tools/10-step-guide-how-to-find-fund-fix-
and-flip-a-house/ 
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Fix and Flip Funding: The Process   
 

The fix and flip funding process from an alternative lender can be quick and easy if you 
understand how the process works.  

For example, at i Fund Cities, here is how it goes: 

• Get a quote: Fill out our deal form (about two minutes). Submit it. We will contact you. 
• Accept the terms: After we have all your fix and flip project details, we will issue you 

preliminary pricing for your review. If you wish to move forward, we will provide you 
with a formal term sheet. Sign and we will kick things into high gear. 

• Let’s get to work: We collect the agreement of sale, fix and flip construction budget, 
title, and insurance information. Then we order your appraisal.  

• Provide supporting documentation: Paperwork sucks, but we are here to help you 
along the way. 

• Close: We work with you to get your fix and flip loan closed quickly. By providing us with 
all other supporting documents in a timely fashion, you can close within just seven days. 

That’s it for our Quick Guide to Funding Your Fix and Flip, Investor Nation. 

If you have a fix and flip deal you need funded, give us a call!  

The iFC Team 

 

 

 

Built by Investors for Investors 

i Fund Cities is an “alternative” lending platform offering custom real estate funding options for 
every level of investor, across a full range of lending products. As investors ourselves, we are just 
like you: hustle and grit, not suit and tie.  

We give you speed, transparency, knowledge, and a personalized investing partnership that you 
are just not going to find anywhere else. 

 

 


